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1. Overview
The HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal allows you to select Computers and launch remote desktop sessions. Depending on your account permissions, you will have access to My
Personal Computers, that are private to you and not shared with anyone else, and Shared Computers or Pools, that might be shared with other users. If Reservations have been
enabled on Pools you have access to, you can create future or immediate Reservations of Computers in those Pools.
When in a session with one or more Computers you will be able to Connect to these Computers using HP ZCentral Remote Boost to start a remote session, issue power
operations to turn your Computers on and off (if available), see the Computers status and power state, and more.
To start taking advantage of the HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal, please follow the Quick Start Guide below. To learn more about making Reservations, see the following
section. If you are having trouble using the portal, please refer to the Troubleshooting section found at the end of the guide or contact your System Administrator.

2. Quick Start Guide
1.

Install the HP ZCentral Remote Boost Receiver.

2.

Install the HP ZCentral Connect Client through one of the links below, depending on the Operating System you will access the portal from.
HP ZCentral Connect Client Installers for:
Windows
Linux®
MacOS®

3.

Access your Active Sessions and under the Available Computers section choose a Computer from My Personal Computers or from Shared Computers.
My Personal Computers are Computers assigned exclusively to you.
Shared Computers or Pools are predefined groups of Computers that can be shared among multiple Users.

4.

Click on one of the Available Computers options:

NOTE If a Computer from My Personal Computers is disabled, you already have an Active Session with that Computer. If an item from Shared Computers is disabled, it means
there are no more available Computers.
1.

After choosing a Computer it will be added to your list of Active Sessions. From there you can see the current Host Status and perform actions against the Computer in
this Session. You will be able to Connect to the Computer remotely using HP ZCentral Remote Boost Receiver, issue Power Operations (if allowed), and Release the
Computer to close the Session created with it.
Host Status and Power State
Here you can see the current Host Status and Power State (if available) of your Computer. You can also refresh the Power State to get a more updated view
of your Computer's information.
Power Operations
If available and allowed by the System Administrator, you can issue Power Operations to your Computers, such as power on, shutdown and restart.
Depending on the current Power State and model of the Computer, different options of Power Operations will be available. If the Hard Power Operation
checkbox is marked when confirming the Power Operation against a Computer, you may lose unsaved work, so save all your work before issuing a Hard

Power Operation. After powering on or restarting a Computer, it may take 2-3 minutes for all allowed power operations to become available again.

Connect
Connect starts the Remote Boost Receiver with the correct Computer information to start a remote connection to your Computer. You may be prompted to
enter your username and password for the Computer.

Release
Release will close the active session with the selected Computer, making it return to an available state where it can be chosen again if needed. Note that
this will automatically log you out from the remote connection to the Computer. You might still be prompted to log out manually through Remote Boost
before releasing the Computer if automatic logout is not available. Remember to always close sessions you are no longer using, so that Shared Computers
can be made available again.

Session Type (Automatic Return)
Your System Administrator may configure Shared Computers such that any Computer within it can be automatically released if it is not in use for a period
of time. This means that if you are not connected and logged in to your Computer within the set time-period, the Computer will automatically be released
back to the Pool.
It is possible to determine if a Computer is running a timer for auto release by accessing the Active Sessions page. The Computer will show distinct icons as
seen below. Hovering over the timer icon will show the remaining time available before the Computer is released.
Session running a timer

Session not running a timer

Session Type (Reservation)
Your System Administrator may configure Shared Computers such that any Computer within it can be reserved for a window of time. You can either create
a Reservation yourself, or an Administrator or designated Scheduler may create one for you.
A Session started from a Reservation will display a distinct icon as shown below. Hovering over the timer icon will show the expiration time of the
Reservation*.

NOTE *A Session can be from a Reservation and also have Automatic Return enabled. If you aren't logged into the Computer, the timer icon will show the
amount of time left before Automatic Return happens. When you are logged in, the timer will show the amount of time left in the Reservation.

3. Reservations
Viewing Reservations

To view existing Reservations, go to the Reservations page on the side menu.

Information available here includes the Reservation Name, which Pool it is from, who Reserved it, who it is Reserved to, the start and end time, and any recurrence the
Reservation has.

Creating Reservations
To create a Reservation, go to the Reservations page on the side menu and click the New Reservation button. Specify a Reservation Name, select the Pool, Start Time, End Time,
and specify any recurrence criteria under Repeat.
NOTE Reservations can be edited starting in ZCentral Connect version 20.4.0.
NOTE End users will only be able to edit their own Reservations. Schedulers will be able to edit Reservations created by themselves or created by End Users for the Pools in which
they are Schedulers.
NOTE Instant Reservations created from the Active Sessions page can be deleted, but not edited.
NOTE It's not possible to change the assigned users for an End user's Reservation.

Reservations can repeat daily or weekly, and do not have to occur every day or every week.

"End after x occurrences" will stop the Reservation after the provided number of Occurrences. This means that if a weekly Reservation is booked for Tuesday and Friday, and End
after occurrences is set to 2, the Reservation will run for a single week on one Tuesday and one Friday, which adds to a total of exactly two Occurrences.

Pool Availability
Schedulers and end users can view the available time slots for Reservations in each Pool in the Pool Availability modal.
This functionality can be accessed by clicking the Pool Availability button on the Reservations page or from the Create a Reservation modal.

The Pool Availability modal presents a calendar containing the amount of Computers available for Reservation per time slot for each Pool:
Blank spaces (no slots): for Schedulers, this means that all Computers are available (no Reservations created). For end users, this means that at least one Computer is
available.
Purple slots: some Computers are available (indicated in the slot description). End users will not see these slots.
Red slots: no Computers are available for a Reservation.

NOTE End users will not be able to see the total amount of Computers in the Pool.
NOTE End users will only have visibility of time slots in which no Computers are available, and thus no Reservation can be created.
Downloading an Outlook Calendar event
Connect is able to export a Reservation to an ICS meeting format file that can be imported into Microsoft calendars.
An ICS meeting invitation can be downloaded by hovering over the Reservation row and selecting the Download Reservation option from the context menu on the Reservations
table.

It can also be be downloaded by checking the Download Reservation schedule checkbox during Reservation creation.

Importing ICS Calendar Invites into Google Calendar
Once an ICS file is downloaded, it can be imported to a Google calendar with the following steps:
1.

Open Google calendar in a browser and select Settings:

2.

In the options on the left menu, select the "Import & export" section:

3.

This page offers the option to upload the ICS file by clicking on the "Select file from your computer" button. Save to the desired calendar from the "Add to calendar"
dropdown:

Using a Reservation
When it is time for a Reservation to begin, you will see the following clickable area on the Active Sessions page that indicates it is time to start a Session with a Reserved
Computer. Clicking the area will start a Session with an available Computer from the Shared Computers. You will then be able to launch the Remote Boost Receiver to it by clicking
the Connect button.

Scheduler Role
If you have been designated a Scheduler for a Pool, you will be able to create Reservations for all Users of that Pool as well as yourself. When creating a Reservation, select
whether the Reservation will be for Yourself or Others.

If the Reservation is for other Users, click Next for User selection after deciding the Reservation Name, Pool, Start Time, End Time and Repetition.

Selection

Details

Users

All Users that are directly assigned to the Pool will appear under this option

Schedulers

All Schedulers of the Pool

Security Groups (such as testgroup1)

Any Active Directory Security Groups that are assigned to the Pool can be browsed for User selection

If a Scheduler views a Scheduler's Reservation in the Reservation table, it will show which Users are on the Reservation, but the Users on the Reservation will not be able to see
other Users on the same Reservation.
Using a Computer from a Reservation Pool without a Reservation
It is possible to create a Session with a Computer from a Reservation Pool without creating a Reservation in advance; the main difference is that when choosing a Computer from
a Reservation enabled Pool, you will need to fill out how long you intend to use the Computer.

The Computer will appear on the Active Sessions page as a Reservation that is immediately available for connection.

When you are finished with the Computer and choose to Release it, the Reservation will stay on the Active Sessions page until the remainder of the Reservation time is finished. If
you would like to delete the Reservation before the end time, you can release the Session and that will automatically delete the Reservation as well.

4. Troubleshooting
If you are having any trouble using the ZCentral Connect Client Portal, please refer to this section for a list of potential solutions to issues you might have.
Pressing the Connect button does not work:
1. Make sure you have followed all the Quick Start Guide steps and have the HP ZCentral Connect Client and HP ZCentral Remote Boost Receiver installed on
your machine;
2. If everything is already installed, try refreshing your web page using F5 to verify if you still have connection to the portal.
The Power Operations button is not visible or is grayed out, disabled:
1. Power Operations can be disabled or unavailable depending on how the System Administrator has set up the Computers, so contact the Administrator to
change or update those settings, if possible, so you can have access to this functionality;
2. If the Administrator has everything set up, please try refreshing your web page using F5. Pressing the refresh button by the Computer Power State (if
available), might also help.

Pressing the Release button gives me a warning about still being logged in:
1. Releasing the Computer will close your Session with the selected Computer and make it available again, but it won't log you out of your remote connection or
from Remote Boost, so try manually logging out from your Computer and closing the application, then trying again;
2. If you are sure that you logged out from your remote session, but you are still seeing the warning, you can proceed with the release operation normally and
ignore the warning.
Host Status is showing a warning:
1. These warnings are potential issues with your Computer that can only be solved by the System Administrator. If you are unable to connect to the Computer
with Remote Boost, please contact the Administrator and communicate the issues that are displayed when you click the warning icon or text on your Host
Status.
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